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Welcome 

ASCD has created this toolkit to help you maximize the benefits of the Program for  
Affiliate Sales Sharing (PASS) within your affiliate. Your affiliate can earn additional funds 
each year by encouraging members and nonmembers to use your affiliate’s assigned PASS 
code when they register for or purchase eligible ASCD programs, products, and services. 

Use this toolkit, which includes examples of newsletter, meeting, and website messaging, 
to help your affiliate promote your PASS code, generate revenue, and increase member 
and customer awareness. Be sure to refer to the PASS FAQs section if you have any ques-
tions regarding the program.

We look forward to hearing about your PASS success! 

Overview 

PASS offers affiliates an opportunity to earn additional revenue. Through PASS, your  
affiliate can earn income from new and returning business you generate for ASCD  
programs, products, and services. Your affiliate is assigned a unique source code  
(PASS code), and each person that uses your PASS code when making an eligible  
purchase will be contributing to your affiliate’s financial health, further enabling your  
affiliate to accomplish its important work. 
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PASS-Eligible Programs, 
Products, and Services 

The table below lists the programs, products, and services that are currently available for 
revenue sharing under PASS. Purchases made with your affiliate’s PASS code will generate 
a commission for your affiliate. On a quarterly basis, ASCD will send your affiliate a check 
that represents its share of revenue associated with the PASS code. To determine your 
affiliate’s PASS code, go to the online Affiliate Directory. PASS codes look like this: ALAFF 
(which stands for Alabama Affiliate).

refer to the chart below for the revenue share associated with different ASCD programs, 
products, and services.

ASCD Program, Product, or Service Revenue Share 

New ASCD memberships and membership renewals* 5%

ASCD conferences and professional learning events** 5%

ASCD books, videos, courses, and all other products 2%

*PASS participation is applicable to all membership types except Student and institutional.

**PASS participation excludes any programs directly negotiated with ASCD Professional Learning  
Services. Any program that an affiliate is a direct sponsor of carries different contractual provisions 
and revenue-sharing criteria, thus excluding that program from PASS. For ASCD conferences and  
institutes, PASS participation applies to both in-person and virtual conference registrations.
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Promoting PASS 

ASCD affiliates have the ability to reach thousands of current and prospective members 
and local education and business leaders. Affiliates generate vital local communications 
through their websites, newsletters, and more than 1,500 ASCD-branded events  
each year. Promoting your affiliate’s PASS code to this vast audience of members and  
customers will promote the mission and goals of ASCD while helping your affiliate  
maximize its revenue. 

Affiliate communications (e.g., website information, news releases, brochures, events)  
can effectively generate interest in your affiliate’s PASS code. Through successful promo-
tion of your unique PASS code, your affiliate may gain an additional revenue stream while 
establishing a way to measure the influence of its promotional efforts. 

Using the PASS Logo 

Affiliates are encouraged to use the official PASS logo when promoting the program: 

To obtain a .jpg, .eps, or .tif version of the PASS logo for use in your affiliate promotions, 
e-mail constituentservices@ascd.org. 
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Key PASS Marketing Messages

What are the most important things for your audiences to know about PASS? 

You should have two to five key marketing messages ready to use, as appropriate, in your 
affiliate communications. 

Key messages should be simple, brief, and to the point. The messages should be incor-
porated consistently into all appropriate affiliate communications activities. All affiliate 
leaders and communications officers should use them when they are asked about PASS. 

The following are three examples of key messages your affiliate can use to promote PASS: 

Audiences and Tactics 

With whom does your affiliate need to communicate to encourage use of your PASS code? 

Affiliates should include both internal and external audiences in their communications. 
Examples include current members, prospective members, local business leaders and 
managers, community partners, and education partners. 

Consider those who are most important to your affiliate’s success and be sure to include 
your PASS message, where applicable, when communicating with them. 
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Be sure to include our affiliate’s PASS code, ______, when you order ______ and ASCD will donate 
$______ to our affiliate.

Whether you’re a member or not, ASCD donates funds to our affiliate if you use our affiliate’s  
PASS code, _______.

When you call 1-800-933-ASCD or visit www.ascd.org to purchase an ASCD program, product,  
or service, use our affiliate’s PASS code, ______, and ASCD will donate funds to our affiliate.

www.ascd.org


When conveying your message, you should use a variety of tactics to reach a broad  
audience. here are some examples of effective face-to-face, electronic, and print tactics. 

Face to Face 

• Word of Mouth Ordinary conversation can be a very effective way to promote PASS to your 
members and event attendees. Be sure to drive home timely messages that 
will encourage participation (e.g., “Through PASS, our affiliate can earn up to 
$18 for every person who uses our PASS code when registering for the ASCD 
Empower conference!”). 

• Meetings Be sure to incorporate PASS into your affiliate meetings. Print your PASS code 
on the agenda handout. During the financial report, speak briefly about how 
PASS revenue can help the affiliate and name a program that the revenue has 
supported recently. 

• Workshops A workshop format implies free exchange of ideas. Mention PASS at work-
shops where appropriate. 

• Training Courses Mention PASS during affiliate training courses and make sure your PASS code 
is printed clearly and boldly on order forms for books and materials. 

• Affiliate Events To reach both member and nonmember audiences, explain PASS and promote 
your PASS code at affiliate events. 

• Social Events Social events are good for developing team spirit and buy-in, and they can 
also be used to spread the right messages to your members. Find a fun way to 
incorporate PASS into your messaging at the event. Increase your members’ 
awareness about the program by incorporating PASS into a giveaway. 

Electronic 

• E-mail E-mail is the easiest and most cost-effective way to communicate. Set up 
circulation lists for the various audiences that need to receive targeted mes-
sages. When e-mailing about an ASCD program, product, or service, be sure to 
include your affiliate’s PASS code and mention how much revenue the affiliate 
can earn if recipients use the code.

• Website Utilize a banner ad or hot button on your website to encourage members and 
nonmembers to use your affiliate’s PASS code. Be sure to include specific 
instructions on how to do so (e.g., “Support our affiliate by using our PASS 
code, ILAFF, when making a purchase in the ASCD Store.”). 
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Electronic

• Affiliate Newsletters Your affiliate’s newsletter is an excellent means of providing information about 
developments in the affiliate and the education industry. Many affiliates use 
newsletters to provide information about upcoming meetings and events as 
well as more in-depth content. Place a brief article or an advertisement about 
PASS in your affiliate newsletter (e.g., “Support our affiliate by using our PASS 
code, CAAFF, when you register for a conference or make a purchase through 
1-800-933-ASCD or www.ascd.org.”). 

• Streaming Video/Podcasts Incorporate your PASS message into a streaming video on your affiliate’s 
website or as a quick reminder before or after an affiliate podcast. 

Print

• Handouts Create a handout for your meetings/events that includes your PASS message 
and provides your affiliate’s PASS code. If your handout focuses on a specific 
ASCD program, product, or service—such as an ASCD membership, confer-
ence, or book—be sure to be specific about how much revenue your affiliate 
could earn if the code is used. 

• Promotional Gifts Various types of gifts can be used to promote PASS and provide a convenient 
way to access your affiliate’s PASS code (e.g., print your affiliate’s PASS code 
on bookmarks, mouse pads, t-shirts, etc.). 

• Letters Members who are used to receiving e-mails may pay special attention to a 
letter mailed from your affiliate. Try sending a letter to promote your affiliate’s 
PASS code and include the list of PASS-eligible programs, products, and 
services found on page 4 of this toolkit.

• Fact Sheets Fact sheets are one- or two-page overviews about your affiliate. Incorporate 
your PASS message and your PASS code when providing relevant affiliate facts 
and information. 

• Annual Report Your affiliate’s annual report should summarize the previous year’s goals and 
progress toward those goals and provide successes, financial status, member-
ship statistics, key projects, activities, and information about programs, prod-
ucts, and services. You can use your annual report as a vehicle to discuss your 
goals regarding PASS. You can also mention your affiliate’s PASS successes in 
your annual report. 

 

Evaluation 

how will you measure your results? When your affiliate’s PASS code is used by affiliate 
members and nonmembers when purchasing ASCD programs, products, and services, 
measuring results is easy! Your affiliate can use the revenue generated to measure  
the effectiveness of your PASS promotions. 

www.ascd.org


Examples of PASS Messaging 

Affiliate Newsletters 

An article or advertisement about PASS in your affiliate newsletter is an excellent way  
to capture the attention of your members. Members and prospective members rely  
on the newsletter for affiliate information, news, and updates. 

Below are some sample messages you can use to promote PASS in your affiliate newsletter. 
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Did You Know? 
Our affiliate can earn up to $12 for every person who joins ASCD using our affiliate’s PASS  
code, ______. 

Join by calling 1-800-933-ASCD or visiting www.ascd.org.

Did You Know? 
Through PASS, our affiliate can earn up to $23 for every person who uses our PASS code, ______, 
when registering for the ASCD Empower conference!

Did You Know? 
When you buy a book from ASCD using our affiliate’s PASS code, ASCD donates funds to our  
affiliate. The same is true if you join ASCD or attend a conference. When you buy something  
by calling 1-800-933-ASCD or visiting www.ascd.org, just use our affiliate’s PASS code, _____.  
Or, if you have a print ASCD order form, just write our PASS code on it.

www.ascd.org
www.ascd.org


Affiliate Meetings and Events

The purpose of an announcement at an affiliate meeting is to promote an affiliate  
program to members and other professionals in attendance. These announcements can 
take many forms, so it’s best not to assume that one size fits all. if a verbal announcement 
has proven effective in the past, consider mentioning the PASS program before or after 
the meeting. if written correspondence works better, try incorporating the message  
as an agenda item and design flyers to hand out to attendees. Decide what method  
is best for your affiliate and use it! 

Below is a sample message you can use to promote PASS at meetings and events.

Affiliate Website 

Your affiliate website is a convenient, timely, and cost-effective way to provide essential 
information about education events, programs, and activities as well as specific affiliate 
news. To effectively communicate programs such as PASS to members, customers, and 
volunteers, consider using eye-catching graphics, such as the PASS logo.
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Welcome to Today’s Affiliate Program! 
Our affiliate is one of more than 52 ASCD affiliates around the world. Whether you’re a member  
or not, ASCD donates funds to our affiliate if you use our PASS code when you purchase an  
ASCD membership, product, or conference registration. Simply use ______ when you call  
1-800-933-ASCD or visit www.ascd.org to make a purchase. Or, if you have a print ASCD order 
form, just write our PASS code on it. 
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PASS FAQs 

The following are frequently asked questions and answers about PASS. if you have further 
questions, contact your strategic advisor or constituentservices@ascd.org. 

Q: How do I find my affiliate’s PASS code?  
A: refer to the Affiliate Directory or the appendix section of this toolkit. PASS codes look 
like this: MXAFF. if you need additional assistance, please contact constituentservices 
@ascd.org.

Q: Are affiliates required to participate in PASS?  
A: no. Like other ASCD resources for affiliates, this program was created based on input 
from affiliate leaders. Affiliates can determine their level of participation in this program. 

Q: How will revenue generated from PASS be tracked?  
A: ASCD uses an association management software package to run quarterly reports on 
revenue and commissions earned for each PASS code. The commission amount earned 
will then be sent to each affiliate on a quarterly basis. For privacy reasons, affiliates will not 
be sent purchase records of individual members. 

Q: How can I use my affiliate’s PASS code to make a purchase in the ASCD Store? 
A: Begin by selecting the items you want to purchase and placing them in your shopping 
cart. Once you are ready to check out, enter your affiliate’s PASS code where it says  
“Promotional Code” on the Shopping Cart screen. 

Q: How are the revenue shares sent to affiliates?  
A: ASCD will send quarterly checks or electronic funds transfers (direct deposits) to 
affiliates. Commissions earned from ASCD conferences and professional learning event 
registrations will be paid the quarter following the conference or event. 

Q: If someone forgets to use our affiliate’s PASS code when making a purchase,  
can our affiliate still earn PASS credit?  
A: Unfortunately, this program is unable apply retroactive commission credit. however,  
if someone tried to use your affiliate’s PASS code and was unable to for some reason, 
please contact constiuentservices@ascd.org.
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Q: Do people have to be national ASCD or affiliate members in order to use our 
affiliate’s PASS code?  
A: no. Anyone can use your affiliate’s PASS code. 

Q: If a person uses our affiliate’s PASS code to register for or purchase an ASCD 
program, product, or service, will they get a discount?  
A: no, this program is an incentive for affiliates, and using an affiliate’s PASS code will  
not trigger a discount. however, ASCD provides many other discounts, special offers,  
and early-bird registrations from which educators may benefit. Affiliates may also find  
creative ways to reward or thank their members, such as with a special event or  
professional learning opportunity. 

Q: Can affiliate leaders get a list of people who purchase an item with the affiliate’s 
PASS code?  
A: no. For confidentiality reasons, ASCD does not release customer purchasing  
information.

Q: What benefits do individuals receive by using an affiliate’s PASS code?  
A: For now, individuals simply benefit from the existing array of ASCD discounts, rather 
than one triggered from the PASS code specifically. As the program develops, affiliate 
leaders may think of individual incentives that work for their members, such as earmarking 
the extra funds for something special like leadership development, a community program, 
or a special affiliate event. PASS is intended to help strengthen affiliates by providing the 
opportunity to generate a new revenue stream. 

Q: What products and services apply?  
A: 

ASCD Program, Product, or Service Revenue Share 

New ASCD memberships and membership renewals* 5%

ASCD conferences and professional learning events** 5%

ASCD books, videos, courses, and all other products 2%

*PASS participation is applicable to all membership types except Student and institutional.

**PASS participation excludes any programs directly negotiated with ASCD Professional Learning  
Services. Any program that an affiliate is a direct sponsor of carries different contractual provisions and  
revenue-sharing criteria, thus excluding that program from PASS. For ASCD conferences and institutes, 
PASS participation applies to both in-person and virtual conference registrations.
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Q: What am I required to do as an affiliate in order to participate in PASS?  
A: You shall

1. Market and undertake the promotion of ASCD programs, products, and services 
through your website. You shall adhere to ASCD’s reasonable and lawful guidelines  
in all marketing endeavors. When applicable, you shall properly attribute ASCD  
as the vendor and publisher of the programs, products, and services and include 
ASCD marks. 

2. Use approved ASCD branding, copy, and images in promotion of ASCD programs, 
products, and services.

3. Provide your unique PASS code to educators and members of your affiliate, which 
they are then required to manually enter when making purchases through ASCD in 
order for you to receive a mutually agreed upon portion of the sale.

4. Provide a link that is prominently visible and placed next to references of relevant 
ASCD programs, products, and services, which when clicked on will take users to the 
ASCD Store.

5. Provide a call to action next to relevant ASCD programs, products, and services that 
says something like this: “To purchase this _____, click here.”

6. negotiate with ASCD Professional Learning Services directly regarding any partner-
ing agreement you choose to enter into.

Q: What is ASCD required to do when it comes to PASS? 
A: ASCD shall

1. Provide affiliates with a unique PASS code.

2. Provide affiliates with this toolkit.

3. Track all sales made using affiliates’ PASS codes.

4. Calculate revenue due to affiliates based on generated sales linked to their  
PASS codes.

5. Based on the recorded percentage of sales earned, pay the accumulated revenue 
owed to affiliates on a quarterly basis. 

6. Deduct the amount of any returned purchases to ASCD from the total amount  
to be paid to the affiliates. 

7. Pay affiliates 2 percent of every sale of ASCD products that used their PASS code.

8. Pay affiliates 5 percent of every sale of ASCD event registrations and memberships 
that used their PASS code.
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Affiliate PASS Code Affiliate PASS Code 

Alabama ASCD ALAFF Minnesota ASCD MNAFF 

Alaska ASCD AKAFF Mississippi ASCD MSAFF 

Alberta ASCD ABAFF Missouri ASCD MOAFF 

Argentina ASCD ARAFF Montana ASCD MTAFF 

Arizona ASCD AZAFF Nebraska ASCD NEAFF 

Arkansas ASCD ARAFF New Hampshire ASCD NHAFF 

Bahamas ASCD BAAFF New Jersey ASCD NJAFF 

Brazil ASCD BRAFF New Mexico ASCD NMAFF 

British Columbia ASCD BCAFF New York ASCD NYAFF 

California ASCD CAAFF North Carolina ASCD NCAFF 

China ASCD CNAFF Nova Scotia ASCD NSAFF 

Colorado ASCD COAFF Ohio ASCD OHAFF 

Connecticut ASCD CTAFF Oklahoma ASCD OKAFF 

Costa Rica ASCD CRAFF Ontario ASCD ONAFF 

Emerging Leaders Alumni ASCD ELAFF Oregon ASCD ORAFF 

Florida ASCD FLAFF Pakistan ASCD PKAFF 

Georgia ASCD GAAFF Pennsylvania ASCD PAAFF 

Ghana ASCD GHAFF Peru ASCD PEAFF 

Hawaii ASCD HIAFF Puerto Rico ASCD PRAFF 

Illinois ASCD ILAFF Rhode Island ASCD RIAFF 

Indiana ASCD INAFF Singapore ASCD SPAFF 

Iowa ASCD IAAFF South Carolina ASCD SCAFF 

Jamaica ASCD JMAFF South Dakota ASCD SDAFF 

Kansas ASCD KSAFF Tennessee ASCD TNAFF 

Kentucky ASCD KYAFF Texas ASCD TXAFF 

Kenya ASCD KEAFF Trinidad and Tobago ASCD TTAFF 

Louisiana ASCD LAAFF Utah ASCD UTAFF 

Maine ASCD MEAFF Vermont ASCD VTAFF 

Manitoba ASCD MBAFF Virginia ASCD VAAFF 

Maryland ASCD MDAFF Washington State ASCD WAAFF 

Massachusetts ASCD MAAFF Wisconsin ASCD WIAFF 

Michigan ASCD MIAFF Wyoming ASCD WYAFF 

Micronesia ASCD MCAFF     
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